The Millennial Executive
Leadership Seminar
Dr. Antwain Tate Goode, PhD is originally from Richmond, Virginia and has called WinstonSalem, NC home for the past sixteen years. He has strong ties to High Point University having
earned his MBA at HPU’s Norcross Graduate School and served as an adjunct professor of sales
and marketing. He received his PhD from Capella University with a concentration in
Organization and Management specializing in Leadership. Dr. Goode is well known in the
industrial supply chain sector with 25 years of experience and has the ability to communicate
across cultures. Dr. Goode is a strong believer in faith, family and community involvement. His
love for his family is clear in his conversation and his book.
Company Background: Tate Consulting is an emergent leader development organization
located in Winston-Salem, NC. Tate Consulting, which aims to use its acronym, “T-Tenacity, AAttitude, T-Teamwork, and E-for Execution,” to help drive individual and corporate success. Our
focus is on leader development strategies and organizational strategic transformation, with
particular emphasis on leveraging scholarly literature to innovate leadership trends. We have
researched based strategies and emergent concepts and a team of dynamic subject matter experts.
The Millennial Executive was written in order for organizations to not only remain competitive,
but to dominate markets, requires leaders to use theories, models, and employee integrity to
adapt to new environments. The program will validate organizational designs, organizational
performance, and validate leader/follower relationships.
Critically evaluating new leadership constructs and scenarios will deliver vivid examples and
critical thinking elements to help new industrial supply millennial leaders. The program will
also provide insight for undergraduate/graduate students and tenured industrial supply
individuals to view global leadership perspectives in this dynamic sector.
This is important because The Millennial Executive Leadership Workshop is designed to build
the internal confidence in individuals to lead in multiple areas throughout the organization. The
organizational model presented in the millennial executive will provide insight that develops
individuals through self-reflection, leader moral consciousness constructs, community
involvement, and the interplay that exists to make strong organizational and formal decisions.

The Millennial Executive Seminar: Includes the following learner objectives
The objectives of the workshop are to position the learner to be successful in personal and
professional settings as well as provide a unique vantage point toward achieving individual and
professional success.According to Avolio (2007) there are benefits for organizations who seek
integrative strategies on leadership to address leader effectiveness and cultural dynamics.
This seminar includes insight towards themes such as:
Creativity

Learning Versatility

Work Life Balance

Developing Intuition and Vision

Building an Executive Bench

Leader Positioning

Developing Your Successor

The value proposition that we suggest showcases the incredible partnering and confidence
organizations like yourselves expects in talent development. The proposal will improve team
efficiency and instill confidence to help your teams lead at divisional levels. You will find our
proposed strategy for creating a culture of consistent leadership development strategy
economical, scholarly, and methodological. We will leverage dynamic leadership constructs and
unleash your teams’ creativity.
Why choose Tate Consulting above any other leadership consultant? We leverage
emergent leadership constructs that challenge individuals to stretch, which in turn creates an
atmosphere to generate innovation. We will work hard to receive an end of the year partnership
award for helping you develop strong customer-first initiatives. We strongly believe our
proposal has been thoroughly outlined and will meet or exceed all of your expectations and
requirements.
Thank you for your consideration and for putting your trust in Tate Consulting.
Sincerely,

Dr. Antwain Tate Goode
President
Tate Consulting
336-971-0385
AntwainGoode@Tateconsulting.org
http://www.tateconsulting.org/

